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“We will hold to that which is difficult, because it is difficult… and by its difficulty

is worthwhile.” Thom Mayne

Thom Mayne was born in Waterbury; Connecticut, USA. He is a widely

recognized Los Angeles based architect.He has held teaching positions at SCI-

Arc, the California State Polytechnic University, Pomona and the University of

California, Los Angeles (UCLA). He is principal of Morphosis Architects, an

architectural firm in Culver City, California. 

ARCHITECT ICON

RELENTLESS TENACITY

 
Architect Thom Mayne, disrupts and creates design that reflects his relentless

tenacity, and a clear independent voice, we explore…
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REVITALIZING

RUSSIA

Russia is a transcontinental country spanning Eastern Europe and Northern

Asia. It covers over 17,125,191 square kilometres (6,612,073 sq mi), stretching more

than one-eighth of the Earth's inhabited land area, with eleven time zones, and

bordering 16 sovereign nations. Moscow is the country's capital and largest city,

while Saint Petersburg is the second-largest city. Russia is the largest country in

the world, the ninth-most populous country, as well as the most populous

country in Europe. The country is one of the world's most sparsely populated

and urbanised.

Russian architecture follows a tradition whose roots lie in early Russian wooden

architecture. From the Rus' era, the Byzantine Empire influenced the

architecture and culture of Russia. In other phases of Russian history, the

architecture developed independently and was characterized by national and

local features.
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REVITALIZING RUSSIA

Russian architecture has long been known for its distinctive style. We take a

brief look at what makes Russian architecture unique with its mix tradition

and modern approach to it.
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VitrA has introduced their all new VitrASento Kids Collection. It has been

designed by the VitrA Design team and has also won the Good Design Award

out of 900 submissions from 400 countries in the bath and accessories

category. 

The Sento Kids Collection offers great design versatility for professionals in

combining a choice of colours and dimensions as well as heights for different

age groups. This feature not only enables designing with single, double or

triple units in a variety of sizes, but also encourages children to wash hands

together and to support one another in a fun atmosphere.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY

Sento Kids Collection by VitrA is a perfect bathroom collection designed for

children to give them a safe, hygienic and fun atmosphere.
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